REIMAGINING LEARNING SPACES

Thu, Feb 15 | 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Course reDesign Test Kitchen

Academic Engagement
Bring us your course re/design project
We will help ideate your vision!

Google Apps
From gmail to documents, forms, YouTube, and drive, let us explore solutions!

Fri, Feb 16 | 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Rethinking the Classroom

Grading Tools Discussion

Kris Miller
gradescope

Sara Lapan
crowdmark

Deep Dive Presentations

Larissa Dobrzhinetskaya
Virtual Field Trip, Earth Sciences

Robert Desharnais
Virtual Biology Labs, Biology

TA | GSR Panel
Eric Johns, Instructor | PlayPosit
Jaspreet Kaur, Open Access Materials

Danielle Mireles, Online TA, Reader
Madeleine St. Marie, Online TA, GSR

WINTER 2018 FACULTY INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATION STUDIO
Co-sponsored by ITS Academic Engagement & Vice Provost of Undergraduate Education